Segmentation of cerebral blood vessels is of great importance in diagnostic and clinical applications, especially for embolization of cerebral aneurysms and arteriovenous malformations (AVM). In order to perform embolization of the AVM, the structural and geometric information of blood vessels from 3-D images is of utmost importance. For this reason, the in-depth segmentation of cerebral blood vessels is usually done as a fusion of different segmentation techniques, often requiring extensive user interaction. In this paper we introduce the idea of lineshaped profiling with an application to brain blood vessel and AVM segmentation, efficient both in terms of resolving details and in terms of computation time. Our method takes into account both local proximate and wider neighbourhood of the processed pixel, which makes it efficient for segmenting large blood vessel tree structures, as well as fine structures of the AVMs. Another advantage of our method is that it requires selection of only one parameter to perform segmentation, yielding very little user interaction.
Introduction
This paper introduces the segmentation principle of line-shaped profiles, building on our previous work on generalized profiling (GP) (Babin et al. 2012) . Segmentation and visualization of brain blood vessels is essential in clinical practice for diagnostics and surgery. Examining the structure and configuration of vessels is especially important in embolization (a surgery to insert coils or glue for making occlusion in the aneurysm or the arteriovenous malformation (AVM)). For surgical planning of the AVM embolization, an interest is taken both in the fine segmentation of the cerebral blood vessel tree and structure delineation between feeding arteries, the draining vein and the nidus of the AVM. Beside the exact AVM geometry and volume calculation, computational efficiency is also an important requirement. In this paper we seek a solution to the problem of accurate and detailed segmentation of a cerebral blood vessel tree with an AVM. Based on the current reviews of vessel extraction techniques (Kirbas & Quek 2004 , Lesage et al. 2009 , Yaniv & Cleary 2006 , we classify the existing methods for AVM extraction into visualization and segmentation methods.
The goal of the visualization is to enhance the existing blood vessel images in order to aid a surgeon in decision making and surgery. However, blood vessel models are not explicitly generated (as in segmentation). Hence, computational analysis of the blood vessel structure and the best path calculations are not possible.
Visualization is performed either by application of advanced image processing and computer graphics methods or by using multiple imaging modalities and acquisitions (multiple data sets acquired by a single modality).
A large number image processing studies treat visualization of cerebral aneurysms and malformations, as well as blood vessels of brain in general (Antiga & Steinman 2006 , Bullitt et al. 2001 , Coenen et al. 2005 , Forkert et al. 2009 , Piccinelli et al. 2009 ). However, these visualizations are usually not capable of fine delineation between the feeding arteries, draining vein and nidus, which is exactly the focus of this work. The approach of (Qian et al. 2009 ) examines the polar neighbour intensity profile of a voxel in order to determine a "vesselness measure" for characterizing vascular structures. The vesselness measure is usually obtained on the basis of eigenvalues of the Hessian as in (Frangi et al. 1998 , Jackowski et al. 2005 , where an assumption is used that a single cylinder exists around each voxel. However, the vesselness measure is hard to determine in case of complex AVM structures. Diffusion tensor (DT) fibre tractography has also been applied in AVM examination and is more suitable for therapeutic stages (Okada et al. 2007) .
Multiple imaging approach of (Säring et al. 2007 ) combine 3-D and 4-D MR image sequences to visualize and analyse malformations. Digital subtraction angiography (DSA) methods (Coste et al. 2001 , Söderman et al. 2000 have proven crucial in AVM related surgery (Zhang et al. 2003) , and validation methods for this imaging modality have also been developed (Berger et al. 2008 ). However, DSA methods (Coste et al. 2001 , Söderman et al. 2000 , while efficient in determining volume of the AVM, are not able to delineate the inner structure of the malformation.
The goal of a blood vessel segmentation is to provide a surgeon with a blood vessel tree model. The difference with visualization techniques is that the structure of the resulting model can be analysed to provide valuable vessel information (e.g. vessel radii, bending angles and the best paths). The segmentation of blood vessels is a difficult task in general, because of a varying structure, size and direction of blood vessels in a 3-D image and these problems escalate in the case of the AVM segmentation, because of its highly unpredictable structure. Therefore, prior knowledge concerning the position of blood vessels and even their number in the malformation is limited. Simple approaches as adaptive thresholding and connected components methods (Carrillo et al. 2005 , De Bock & Philips 2010 have difficulties in dealing with high variety of pixel intensities. Active contours (Shang et al. 2008 , Shang et al. 2011 give good results when segmenting blood vessels in images of sufficient resolution, which is not the case in AVM segmentation. Shape and flow driven methods optimized for segmenting tubular structures (Pechaud et al. 2009 , Cebral et al. 2005 , Castro & Cebral 2007 , Hoi et al. 2004 , Nain et al. 2004 ) are able to segment vessels going in or out of the malformation, but are not applicable for segmenting complex structure (such as the nidus of the malformation) at lower resolutions. The atlas-based methods (Passat et al. 2005) or methods incorporating anatomical prior knowledge (Passat et al. 2006) show good results for segmenting non-malformed vessels of the cerebral blood vessel tree. However, the prior knowledge concerning the AVM anatomy is limited, due to its unpredictable structure. Vessel segmentation methods based on centreline and path extraction (Dokladal et al. 1999 , Wesarg & Firle 2004 extract centrelines either from an existing segmentation model or from ridges in the original image. Segmentation-based centreline extraction methods rely on the segmentation algorithm used, while ridge-based methods have difficulties with pixel intensity inhomogeneities in the AVM. Methods based on deformable models (Caselles et al. 1995 , Lorigo et al. 2001 ) are able to segment even smaller blood vessels, but the parameters are highly dependent on pixel intensity distribution, which can result in incorrect thickness of segmented vessels.
The idea of line-shaped profiles is based on our previous work on generalized profiling (GP) (Babin et al. 2012) , as an extension of morphological profiles (Pesaresi & Benediktsson 2001 , Plaza et al. 2004 , Bellens et al. 2008 . Morphological profiles introduce comparisons between morphological operations with different size of the structuring element (SE). In (Babin et al. 2009 , Babin et al. 2012 , we extended the idea of morphological profiles by introduction of more complex ring-shaped SEs and various operators applied to the SE (as an alternative to minimum and maximum operators in morphological profiles). In this work we further extend this idea and define novel orientation-based structuring elements. The use of line-shaped SE, as one of our main novelties, transforms the idea of multi-scale approach into a multi-orientation approach, which enhances the computational efficiency and shortens execution times. Another important novelty in this work is the introduction of second order operators as operators applied on the set of calculated operator values (instead only on a set of pixels defined by the SE, as in (Babin et al. 2012) ), yielding higher segmentation quality results. We base our segmentation principle on comparing the values of pixels with the characteristic values of their neighbourhoods defined by differential SEs. This way, the method is quite robust to local variations in pixel intensities and is governed by the user defined operator for calculating the characteristic of the neighbourhood. We design a method for evaluation of profile operators based on their average values, which allows a user to easily perform segmentation by adjusting only one parameter.
The proposed method

Previous work
The approach presented in this paper is related to our previous work on generalized profiling (GP) (Babin et al. 2012) and to morphological profiles (MP) (Pesaresi & Benediktsson 2001 , Plaza et al. 2004 . Both approaches are multi-scale methods that make use of a 2-D structuring element (SE) S n (p) as a 2-D window of a certain shape and size n centred at the point p.
One of the main differences between our method described in (Babin et al. 2009 , Babin et al. 2012 ) and the morphological profiles is that we used a ring-shaped structuring element defined as a difference of two classical structuring elements S(p) of different size, which we call a differential structuring element (DSE) D r,n (p):
(1) Figure 1a shows circular and rectangular DSEs of different parameters. For these shapes, different parameters indicate a change in size and for that reason we call them size-based structuring elements. Another important innovation in (Babin et al. 2012) was the introduction of a profile operator f as an arbitrary operator on the multi set of grey pixel values contained in the DSE, which we call windowed pixel intensities.
) denote a multi set of windowed pixel intensities from an image g using the DSE D r,n :
Therefore, the profile operator is an operator applied to the windowed values:
More general profile operators were generated as a combination of arbitrarily chosen operators called base profile operators f B :
where d represents the number of base operators involved in generating the combined operator f . In this paper we examine line segments as SE shapes, which yields an orientationbased profiling approach.
Line-shaped profiling
The main novelty of this paper is the introduction of line-shaped SE as a set of points on the line stretching through the whole image, as illustrated in figure 1b. In this case only the orientation of the line-shaped SE differs, while the size depends solely on image dimensions. Such SE shapes we call orientation-based SEs.
In the case of a 3-D line-shaped SE, we use the SE as a set of pixels in a line defined by the direction vector dependent on the parameter n and a pixel p = (x, y, z) on the line:
where k(n) denotes the unit vector that determines the line segment direction from a set of predefined direction unit vectors (n ∈ [1, n max ]). This yields n max number of line-shaped SEs, which we distribute uniformly in the 3-D space. An important observation is that the line-shaped SE differs from size-based SEs by introduction of parameter n which controls its orientation. As in (Babin et al. 2012) we introduce a profile operator f as an arbitrary operator on the window defined by the SE. Let L ′ n (p, g) denote a multi set of windowed pixel intensities from an image g using the line-shaped SE L n :
In our previous work (Babin et al. 2009 ) we used an average operator applied to the DSE as an alternative to using minimum and maximum applied in morphological profiles. As in (4), a more general profile operator is obtained as combination of arbitrarily chosen base profile operators. In this paper we use the following base operators: avr (average), min (minimum) and max (maximum). The listed operators have proven effective for segmentation in our experiments, although the user may specify any other operator (defined on a set of values) as well, where the total number of operators is also user defined (e.g. median can also be used as a base profile operator, but we avoid its use due to required array sorting which prolongs execution times). Later in the work we will introduce a simple method for selecting the optimal profile operator f (as a combination of available base profile operators f B ) for segmentation purposes and explain why our choice of base operators falls on the mentioned ones. The advantage of this approach is that by combining different base operators into complex ones, we obtain a qualitatively wider range of segmentation results, and we design an efficient way for the user to easily select the optimal one, which we describe in Section 2.5.
In case of a line as a SE, only the orientation parameter is relevant. Hence, we represent the line profile of an operator f as a vector named L-Profile, l f (p, g) by varying line SE orientation n:
The main advantage of lines as strictly orientation-based SEs is that the minimum, maximum and average base operators are easily calculated for all the pixels belonging to a single line, yielding short computation times. However, large SEs are used for profile operators, which raises questions about their usability for image analysis (consequently, the quality of segmentation is under question). In order to resolve this problem, later in the paper we propose novel profile operators, which take into account the operator values obtained on sets of SEs, instead on a single SE. These novel operators are called second order profile operators and will be further discussed in Subsection 2.4.
Finally, in order to obtain a transformed image we need to assign a single measure to the calculated L-Profiles at each pixel p of the image. In (Babin et al. 2012) we compared a pixel intensity with the intensities found in its neighbourhood. The brightness of a pixel was defined as a size of a ring-shaped SE up to which the pixel intensity was higher than the neighbourhood brightness (i.e. the calculated profile operator value). That way the profile measure indicated the size (range) of the bright object to which the processed pixel belongs. However, line-shaped SEs are different in orientation, while the size is always limited by the image dimensions. Similarly to our previous work, we determine the brightness of a pixel by comparing the calculated operator value in a line-shaped SE to the pixel value. For a predefined profile operator, we calculate the number of line-shaped SEs for which the given profile operator value is lower than the processed pixel intensity. In other words, when segmenting bright objects (as in cerebral vessel CTA images), we need the value of the processed pixel p to be higher than the operator value calculated on the line-shaped SE f (n, p, g).
In this fashion, we define the conditional set C as a set of all elements of a L-profile with value lower than the processed pixel value g(p):
The transformed pixel value λ is equal to the number of L-profile elements for which the predefined condition is met, representing the cardinality of the conditional set C:
In order to obtain the final segmentation, we threshold the transformed image (the image obtained using (9) and (10)). The transformed pixel values fall in range [1, ..., n max ], where n max represents the total number of directions (different SEs) used in L-profile calculation in (8), and the threshold has to be selected from this range. In our case all the directions are of equal importance. Hence, we set the threshold to the highest possible value t = n max . Segmentation results are shown in figure 2. The original CTA slice is shown in figure 2a with the illustration of line directions (in 2-D slice) for profile calculation. The corresponding transformed image calculated for n max = 13 directions in 3-D space and a user defined profile operator f = (min + max)/2 in figure 2b is thresholded with maximal threshold value t = n max and the final segmentation is depicted in figure 2c.
Optimal number of line directions
Our proposed algorithm performs segmentation by comparing the current pixel to its neighbourhood (defined by the profile operator f ). By increasing the number of directions (SEs) used, we increase the delineation area (in segmented image) between blood vessel pixels and noisy background. This principle is illustrated (for a 2-D slice) in figure 3 where 4, 8 and 10 directions create circle shaped delineation area with pixel radii 2, 3 and 4, respectively. This means that 10 directions will be sufficient for the line-shaped SEs to pass through every pixel in the circle-shaped neighbourhood with radius of 4 pixels from the processed pixel. The same principle applies to the 3-D case, where the line directions in 3-D create a spherical delineation area. This means that using line-shaped SEs the segmentation process considers both local proximate and wider neighbourhood of the processed pixel, which is a benefit of our approach. We determine the optimal number of directions based on the desired delineation area, which we estimate by taking into account the maximum blood vessel size. Experience shows that the delineation area should be at least the size of the maximum vessel radius. However, due to the fast execution of our proposed method, we set the number of directions to a higher value than estimated to ensure a sufficiently large delineation area (in this paper we use n max = 45) without significantly prolonging execution times. Figure 4 shows the influence of contrast and distribution of vessel area (with the constant number of directions n max = 45) on segmentation results. The vessel area in the original CTA slice in figure 4a is smaller and more concentrated at a single location in the image compared to the vessels seen in figure 4d . Therefore, more noisy background pixels are segmented in figure 4b than in figure 4e, but these areas are further away from the blood vessel regions (see figure 4b ) because of sufficiently high number of directions. Due to the large delineation area, the blood vessels are extracted as the largest connected 3-D region using 3-D binary connectivity filter (see figure 4c and figure 4f).
Second order profile operators
If we increase the number of directions, the delineation area increases as well. However, this can have a negative impact on segmentation results calculated using profile operators that include minimum and maximum values. This happens due to the proposed segmentation principle, where the current pixel value is compared to calculated profile operator value for all SE directions (see (9) and (10)). In case of minimum as a base profile operator this means that the lowest calculated minimum operator value for all SEs of pixel p will determine the segmentation outcome. Similarly, in case of maximum as a base profile operator it will be the highest calculated maximum operator value for all SEs of pixel p. This presents a problem because by increasing the number of directions the lowest minimum profile operator value will converge towards the minimum value of the whole image (because the minimum value decreases as the number of pixels taken into account increases). Hence, the calculated lowest minimum value is not an operator of the pixel neighbourhood any more (due to the large SE), but of the whole image (and, therefore, it will have an approximately constant value for each pixel in the image). The same reasoning can be applied for the maximum as a profile operator where the highest maximum profile operator value converges towards the maximum value of the whole image. In order to preserve the dependency of the profile operator values from the pixel neighbourhood, we propose a method to create new base operators from the existing ones, as illustrated in figure 5 .
We define the profile multi set F (f B , p, g) of a pixel p and base profile operator f B as a multi set of base profile operator values f B (n, p, g) calculated for all SEs of processed pixel p:
Note that the profile multi set F (f B , p, g) represents in fact the multi set of vector components of L-profile as defined in (8), where the profile operator is a base profile operator f B . To extend the set of values calculated by base profile operators we define the second order base profile operator q Bk (p, g) of a pixel p as a base profile operator f Bi applied to the profile multi set F (f Bj , p, g):
where d = card(B) is the number of base profile operators. The set of all base second order profile operators for a pixel p we call the second order base profile multi set H(p, g), which is in fact a multi set of all base profile operators applied to all profile multi sets F (f B , p, g):
The second order profile multi set H(p, g) for base operator set B = {min, avr} will consist of the following operator values: min(F (min, p, g)), min(F (avr, p, g)), avr(F (min, p, g)) and avr(F (avr, p, g)). Obviously, for d base profile operators, the second order profile multi set H(p, g) will consist of d 2 different operator values. Let us denote a k-th second order base profile operator from the set H(p, g) with q Bk . Similarly to (4), a more complex second order profile operator value q(p, g) is created as a combination of values in H(p, g):
where u is the number of second order base profile operators involved in creating a more complex profile operator q. Since the second order base operators already take into account base profile operators calculated on different SEs of a single pixel, the transformed pixel value is simply the value of the profile operator q(p, g):
As before, the final segmentation is obtained by thresholding the original pixel value with its transformed value.
Evaluation of profile operators
Second order profile operators take into account the pixel intensity distribution in a wider pixel neighbourhood. For a given base operator set B, we can obtain 2 (card(B))
2 − 1 different second order operators, and hence, different segmentation results (thresholding is performed by comparison of the transformed pixel value with its original intensity, as discussed earlier). However, in case of cerebral AVM CTA images, we need to determine a way to estimate the performance of each operator to be able to select the optimal one. The AVM has such an unpredictable structure that we do not have sufficient criteria to evaluate the vessel segmentation result (there is no clear vessel radius, curvature, connectedness or structure to relate to). Instead, we will examine an average profile operator value in the 3-D image for each of the profile operators. By comparing the average values of profile operators we can estimate (in a comparative manner) the overall number of pixels which will be segmented. In other words, by ordering average profile operator values, we can determine which operator will result in a larger segmented volume in the final segmentation. Based on the obtained order, the optimal profile operator is manually selected in an easily to use "threshold selection" manner.
In order to define the criteria for evaluating different second order profile operators q, we define the average base profile operator value q Bk :
where m represents the number of pixels in the 3-D image. Since the profile operator q is generated as a combination of base profile operators, we obtain its average value in an analogous way (which means that it does not need to be recalculated for each profile operator separately):
By comparing and sorting the calculated average second order profile operator values q(g) we create a "threshold selection" type segmentation approach (with a difference that the "threshold" in our case refers to an operator and not a single pixel value). From this information, it is easy to determine which operator should be used if the segmented object area needs to be altered (e.g. for larger areas the operators with the lower average value should be chosen). In practice, all the possible operator values are sorted according to the calculated values and the operator selection is performed as a simple "threshold" value selection, which is an accepted and desired concept in clinical image analysis. Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the line-shaped SE profiling using second order profile operators, as proposed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. The result of thresholding (in an optional preprocessing step) can be used as a mask for the proposed algorithm. The algorithm starts by calculating base second order operators for each voxel of a 3-D image for 45 line directions in a 3-D space (ensuring the sphere delineation area radius of 4 voxels, which is enough for CTA images of cerebral blood vessels). In the third step of the algorithm, the average base second order profile operators q Bk (g) are calculated (16). From these, the average value of each second order profile operator q(g) is computed (17). The computed values are sorted in an ascending order and will be used to aid in selecting the optimal profile operator for segmentation. The ordered array of second order profile operators represents threshold-type order. In the forth step the user selects the second order profile operator. By default we set it to be the operator with the median average profile value of all calculated average profile values. In the final step the segmentation is obtained by thresholding the calculated transformed value with the original pixel value. If the user is not satisfied with the segmentation result, another second order profile operator can be selected and the segmentation repeated (the last 2 steps of the algorithm). By inspecting the obtained segmentation, the user can select a new profile operator in the following fashion. If the vessels have been undersegmented, a second order operator with lower average value has to be selected. Similarly, if the vessels Calculate H = { min (F(min, , ) ), min (F(avr, , ) ), min (F(max, , ) ), max (F(min, , ) ), max (F(avr, , ) ), max (F(max, , ) ), avr (F(min, , ) ), avr (F(avr, , ) ), avr (F(max, , ) (16) and from them, average second order operators ( ) using equation (17).
Algorithm overview and application
Select second order operator q 1 Figure 6 . Block diagram of the algorithm using second order profile operators.
have been oversegmented, a second order operator with higher average value has to be selected. This is performed in matter of seconds. An advantage of our approach is that L-profiles do not need to be recalculated.
It should be emphasized that the only parameter that a user has to select is the second order profile operator (which is performed in a simple "threshold selection" type manner).
An important advantage of using orientation-based SEs over size-based SEs is a higher computational efficiency. This is caused by the fact that values of base profile operators are identical (equal) for all pixels in the line-shaped SE. Hence, there is no need of recalculating values of base operators for each pixel in the line-shaped SE. Since the line-shaped SE can be a large window, it is of interest to use operators for which the result can be calculated by a single pass through windowed values. Therefore, we use average, minimum and maximum operator in our experiments.
Results
In order to compare various segmentation methods, we use phantom data and real CTA data sets of cerebral blood vessels in our experiments.
Segmentation of phantom data
For evaluating the combined profile operators we have generated three 3-D phantom cerebral blood vessel tree data sets (each 3-D set consists of around 200 slices, see Figure 7 . Vessel tree phantom data set after adding noise and CT artefacts (176 slices with resolution of 256×256 pixels). Left: volume rendering of the whole data set, centre and right: slices from the data set. (Jackowski et al. 2005) , (column 4) geodesic active contours (GAC) (Caselles et al. 1995) , (column 5) curve evolution for vessel segmentation (CURVES) (Lorigo et al. 2001 ) and (column 6) our proposed method (block diagram in figure 6 ).
figure 7) and three 3-D phantom AVM data sets. The 3-D phantom model data sets of cerebral blood vessel tree represent a binary tree with a random branch distribution, and with a random shape and thickness corresponding to the random structure of an AVM. The phantom tree models are tubular structures with random curvatures and tube radii, while the AVM part of the phantom is intertwined in a random way to simulate the unpredictable structure of the AVM nidus, as shown in the first column of figure 8 . The 3-D AVM phantom data sets are models of randomly intertwined tubular structure with randomly varying radii. In order to obtain realistic CT images with noise, streaking artefacts and blurring were added. The images were transformed to sinogram space (using a sufficiently large number of projection angles) and the inverse logarithmic transform is applied to obtain the raw detector signal. Overlap of neighbouring detector element responses is simulated through a Gaussian blurring (Qian et al. 2009 ), geodesic active contours (GAC) (Caselles et al. 1995) , curve evolution for vessel segmentation (CURVES) (Lorigo et al. 2001) , generalized profiles (Babin et al. 2012 ) and our proposed method. operation of the data along the detector array. Poisson noise is added to the filtered data, in order to simulate the x-ray photon arrival process. Finally, the forward logarithmic transform is applied and the resulting sinograms are backprojected by the filtered backprojection algorithm using the ramp filter. For each of the data sets the parameters simulating radiation quantity a (which is a signal amplitude, inverse to noise level) and blurring σ were set to different values. A vessel tree phantom data set is depicted in figure 7 . For evaluating the obtained results we use the Dice coefficient (Dice 1945), which is a set similarity measure defined as twice the ratio of intersection of two sets and the number of elements contained in both of them:
where one set indicates the set of segmented pixels and the other one the set of ground truth pixels.
Results obtained on the cerebral blood vessel tree phantom data are shown in figure 8 , where ground truth phantom models are visualized in the first column, followed by the segmentation models obtained using the classical MP (Pesaresi & Benediktsson 2001) , vesselness measure (Jackowski et al. 2005, Papademetris et al. n.d.) , geodesic active contours (GAC) (Caselles et al. 1995) , curve evolution for vessel segmentation (CURVES) (Lorigo et al. 2001) , the generalized profiling (GP) (Babin et al. 2012) , our proposed method as given in (10) and our proposed method using the second order profile operators (block diagram in figure 6 ). The GAC and CURVES segmentation was obtained using Vascular Modeling Toolkit (VMTK) (Antiga & Steinman 2006) in 3D Slicer (Pieper et al. 2006) , with manually set seed points. Results of our proposed method (depicted in the last column of figure 8) show the best delineation of the tubular structure of the phantom and the complex AVM phantom structure, while most of the other segmentation methods segment individual vessels well, but either remove significant parts of the AVM phantom, or merge them into a single region. This is confirmed by the calculated Dice coefficients shown in table 1, which have the highest values for our proposed method with second order profile operators (block diagram in figure 6 ) for each phantom data set. Method with ordinary profile operators (the transformed pixel value is defined in (10)), results in Dice coefficients lower than for the CURVES algorithm, but higher than the GAC method. With this we prove the benefit of introducing the second order profile operators.
To evaluate our proposed algorithm for the segmentation of AVM vessels, we design three 3-D phantom data sets of highly intertwined tubular structure of varying radii. CT radiation quantity a and blurring σ were set to different values for each data set. Figure 9 shows the segmentation results for various segmentation methods. The original AVM phantom models and their corresponding CT data volume renderings are shown in the first two columns. The results of the following methods are shown: morphological profiles (MP) (Pesaresi & Benediktsson 2001) , vesselness measure (Q. V.) (Qian et al. 2009, Papademetris et al. n.d.) , geodesic active contours (GAC) (Caselles et al. 1995) , curve evolution for vessel segmentation (CURVES) (Lorigo et al. 2001) , generalized profiles (GP) (Babin et al. 2012 ) and our proposed method (LP) as in the block diagram in figure 6. Tubular AVM structure is delineated the best using the generalized profiles (GP) approach. However, this approach is not as suitable for skeleton extraction, because the method is sensitive to noise. The results of our proposed line-shaped profiling (LP) show that the method is more robust to noise, while still delineating major vessels well. The other methods have a tendency to merge AVM vessels and give no information on the inner AVM structure. This is supported by the Dice coefficients in table 2, where our proposed algorithm has the highest scores of all other methods. Table 3 shows percent errors for volumes of segmented models in comparison to the volume of the ground truth. The proposed algorithm gives the best scores for the least blurred images, but also estimates well the volume of other AVM phantoms. Finally, we use the Hausdorff distance as a measure of distance between two sets:
where one set indicates the set of segmented pixels and the other one the set of ground truth pixels. Table 4 presents the Hausdorff distance values for the obtained segmentation models, where our proposed algorithm gives the best results (on average) when compared to other methods. Vol. % error a = 2 9 , σ = 1.9 a = 2 10 , σ = 2.1 a = 2 11 , σ = 1. Hausdorff a = 2 9 , σ = 1.9 a = 2 10 , σ = 2.1 a = 2 11 , σ = 1. To compare our proposed algorithm with the generalized profiles (GP) method (Babin et al. 2012) , we design 15 additional phantom AVM data sets with varying CT radiation a and blurring σ parameters. Table 5 shows the Dice coefficient values for our proposed method using second order line-shaped profiles (LP) and generalized profiling (GP) as described in (Babin et al. 2012) . The obtained results show higher Dice coefficient values when the line-shaped profiling is used. The phantom data sets used for this comparison are included as supplementary material with this paper. Figure 10 illustrates the results of skeletonization (Babin et al. 2008) for the original AVM phantoms and the corresponding LP segmentation results, where the skeleton is coloured according to calculated vessel radii. Skeletons obtained from the proposed segmentation algorithm are simplified in the inner AVM regions compared to the skeletons of original models, while maintaining the correct information on AVM structure. This allows us to efficiently determine the best paths in the AVM, used to navigate the catheter in the embolization procedure on the AVM. 
CTA data segmentation
We apply the presented method of profiling using line-shaped SEs for segmentation of 3-D CTA images of brain blood vessels with spacing between slices of 0.62mm and pixel spacing of 0.62mm×0.62mm (the resolution of the images is 256 × 256 with around 230 slices in each data set). The results obtained by volume rendering, morphological profiles (MP) (Pesaresi & Benediktsson 2001) , vesselness measure (Jackowski et al. 2005, Papademetris et al. n.d.) , geodesic active contours (GAC) (Caselles et al. 1995) , curve evolution for vessel segmentation (CURVES) (Lorigo et al. 2001 ) and our Figure 11 . Different segmentation techniques applied to 3-D CTA images of brain blood vessels. The depicted results are obtained using volume rendering, morphological profiles (MP) (Pesaresi & Benediktsson 2001) , vesselness measure (Jackowski et al. 2005) , geodesic active contours (GAC) (Caselles et al. 1995) , curve evolution for vessel segmentation (CURVES) (Lorigo et al. 2001 ) and our proposed method, respectively.
proposed method (block diagram in figure 6 ) are given in figure 11 , respectively. The volume rendering of the data set is given as an evaluation guideline to show the quantity of blood vessels present in the image. The MP methods show poor segmentation of the blood vessel tree because the segmented regions are not connected in 3-D. The vesselness measure produces smooth results, with a bit more structure segmented than with the MP method. GAC result shows even more segmented structure, but with a high impact of noise to the segmentation. Although CURVES give a visually nice segmentation result with high amount of segmented blood vessel structure, our proposed method gives the most detailed segmentation of the blood vessel tree. This is obvious when the result of our method is compared to volume rendering, where we observe that even the smallest blood vessels which are only partially visible in volume rendering are segmented using our proposed method. The results of our proposed method are nicely smoothed tubular-shaped vessels, which happens due to the radial positioning of line-shaped SEs for a single pixel. More results of segmenting the 3-D CTA images of brain blood vessels using our proposed method for different data sets are shown in figure 12 . Figure 13 shows comparison of skeletons obtained from segmentation using generalized profiles (GP) and the proposed line-shaped profiles (LP). Due to robustness to noise, the LP method yields more accurate skeletons, where the draining vein and largest arteries are easy to delineate because of high radii values. This is illustrated in the third row, where the best path between the largest vessels through the AVM are depicted. It should be noticed that the skeleton paths using the LP method represent the vessels accurately, while the best paths obtained using GP method tend to take shorter paths through vessels which are not well delineated.
Validation
The validation of our algorithm is performed on 4 data sets consisting of CTA images of blood vessels containing AVMs, the CTA images of blood vessels after the embolization procedure (where the AVM is no longer visible) and the CTA images of the onyx cast (glue used to occlude the AVM). To achieve quantitative validation we segment the onyx cast images by thresholding with the highest skull intensity in the image (the cast and the skull are clearly visible in CTA images). The segmented onyx is further filledin (closed) to obtain an onyx mask. We use the obtained onyx mask to extract the AVM region from the segmented blood vessel image. Finally, in order to validate our results we compare the extracted AVM and onyx cast segmentations in table 6. It is Figure 12 . Segmentation of the blood vessel tree for different CTA data sets using our proposed method. Each segmentation result shows a nicely segmented blood vessel tree with clearly visible AVM area (where existing) with its feeding arteries and draining vein. Figure 13 . Comparison of skeletons and best paths calculated using the generalized profiles (GP) and line-shaped profiles (LP) method. The first row shows segmentation models of two AVM structures for each method. The corresponding skeletons are in the second row. The third row depicts the best paths from the vein to the arteries through the AVM. The skeleton of the LP method follows the vessels more accurately than the GP method.
important to take into account the fact that embolization procedure can deform some AVM vessels (especially in the nidus). The obtained Dice coefficient and the volume percent error values in table 6 show expected values for onyx and AVM segmentation comparisons (the Hausdorff distance was not calculated due to its high susceptibility to model deformations, which happen in AVM embolization). Figure 14 shows 2 different validation data sets with visualized segmented blood vessels, skeleton, onyx cast and extracted AVM regions. Cerebral blood vessel CTA data sets are segmented using Figure 14 . Segmentation of the blood vessel tree for 2 different CTA data sets using our proposed method. Each segmentation result shows a well segmented blood vessel tree with clearly visible AVM area with the skeleton structure clearly depicting feeding arteries and draining vein. The skeleton colour represents vessel radii, starting from blue colour for high radii values down to red colour for low radii values. The segmented onyx cast is given in green colour. The third row shows the extracted AVM segmentation region and the corresponding onyx cast segmentation. Table 6 . Comparisons of the segmented onyx cast with the extracted AVM segmentation Validation set 1 set 2 set 3 set 4 Dice 0.75 0.77 0.82 0.61 Vol. % error 6.58 12.54 10.9 10.5 our proposed algorithm. The segmented blood vessel images are skeletonized using our binary skeletonization method presented in (Babin et al. 2008) , and the skeleton image is converted to a vector skeleton structure. The nodes in the vector skeleton are created from the node voxels (voxels that have more than 2 neighbours in their 26-neighbourhood) in the skeleton image by averaging the positions of all the adjacent node voxels. It can be observed that the segmented blood vessels correctly represent feeding arteries and draining vein of the AVM. The extracted AVM segmentation corresponds well to the onyx cast segmentation as depicted in the third row of figure  14 .
The total computation time for a data set of 230 slices with resolution of images 256 × 256 on 2GHz CPU is 2 minutes. The visualization was done using Visualization Toolkit (VTK) (Schroeder et al. 1998 ).
Discussion
Our proposed algorithm works by comparing the pixel values to the characteristic values of their neighbourhoods. This segmentation principle is robust to high variety of pixel intensities, but it assumes the presence of an object in the image (the smaller the object area, the more noisy pixels get segmented, see figure 4 ). However, if the image consists only of noisy background (no object present in the slice), the pixels containing higher intensity noise will be segmented. This is not a significant drawback due to the fact that the slices in the original CTA images that contain only noise are rarely found and that these slices should not at all be processed. Another way to solve this problem is the application of thresholding as a preprocessing step, as shown in the block diagram in figure 6 .
In some cases the difference between the highest and the lowest intensities found in blood vessels of the 3-D image is too large (sometimes the lowest intensities fall under 5% of the value of the highest intensities), and the vessels containing the lowest intensities do not get segmented. However, this happens only at poorly contrasted vessels (low quantity of contrast fluid), which are no longer at the region of interest for brain blood vessel structure analysis. On the other hand, if the low contrasted vessels need to be segmented, it can be done by setting the region of interest to contain only these vessels and applying our proposed algorithm.
We run our algorithm for profile calculation in 3-D space, which is an advantage over generalized profiling method (Babin et al. 2012 ) that works in slice-by-slice manner.
Conclusion
In this work we have introduced line-shaped profiling with an application to segmentation of 3-D CTA images of brain blood vessels. The main novelty of our work is the use of line-shaped SEs, which transforms the idea of a multi-scale approach from our earlier work into a multi-orientation approach and significantly shortens execution times when compared to classical SE shapes. Another major novelty is the introduction of second order profile operators, as operators applied to sets of lineshaped SE operator values, instead of only to the elements of an individual line-shaped SE. The strength of our method comes from the use of both local proximate (close) and a wider neighbourhood of the processed pixel. The method requires only one parameter selection, which is easy to select (performed in a "threshold value selection" manner). The results on phantom data sets for various noise and artefact levels show high robustness of the proposed method. The validation performed by comparison of segmented AVM region with the segmented images of onyx cast after embolization procedure showed effectiveness of our method. The obtained results on real CTA data are nicely smoothed tubular-shaped vessels, which is a consequence of the radial positioning of line-shaped SEs for a single pixel. Our method accurately segments the highest amount of blood vessel structure compared to other segmentation methods discussed in the paper.
